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Introduction

All living cells require the multifunctional nucleotide adenosine-
5'-triphosphate (ATP) both as a carrier of free energy to drive 
chemical reactions and molecular motion and also as a building 
block for DNA and RNA. ATP is synthesized in an energeti-
cally unfavorable phosphorylation reaction in which inorganic 
phosphate is added to adenosine-5'-diphosphate (ADP). The 
majority of the ATP within cells is synthesized by utilizing a 
trans-membrane gradient of protons or sodium ions generated 
by either photosynthesis or respiration.1,2 F-type ATP synthases 
are trans-membrane molecular rotary motors that perform the 
final step in these processes by harnessing the membrane poten-
tial to synthesize ATP in a rotary catalytic mechanism in a man-
ner similar to the production of electricity in the generators of 
power plants (Fig. 1). The biological conversion of chemical 
energy within a single glucose molecule via aerobic respiration is 
a highly optimized process that results in 36 molecules of ATP, 
whereas the alternative anaerobic pathway, glycolysis, provides 
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rotary ATPases are molecular rotary motors involved in 
biological energy conversion. They either synthesize or 
hydrolyze the universal biological energy carrier adenosine 
triphosphate. recent work has elucidated the general 
architecture and subunit compositions of all three sub-
types of rotary ATPases. Composite models of the intact 
F-, v- and A-type ATPases have been constructed by fitting 
high-resolution X-ray structures of individual subunits or 
sub-complexes into low-resolution electron densities of 
the intact enzymes derived from electron cryo-microscopy. 
electron cryo-tomography has provided new insights into the 
supra-molecular arrangement of eukaryotic ATP synthases 
within mitochondria and mass-spectrometry has started to 
identify specifically bound lipids presumed to be essential for 
function. Taken together these molecular snapshots show that 
nano-scale rotary engines have much in common with basic 
design principles of man made machines from the function of 
individual “machine elements” to the requirement of the right 
“fuel” and “oil” for different types of motors.
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only 2 molecules of ATP per glucose molecule. F-type ATPases 
come in three versions, the eukaryotic ones that reside in the 
inner membrane of mitochondria, the “powerhouses” of cells, 
and two simpler versions, the chloroplast and bacterial F-type 
ATPases that are closely related to each other but have evolved 
different regulatory mechanisms and subunit stoichiometries to 
tune them to their environments.3 Bacterial enzymes have been 
clocked to run at up to 42,000 rpm under low load, though for 
intact enzymes under physiological conditions the number is 
closer to 6000 rpm.1,4

Vacuolar or V-type ATPases are more distantly related rotary 
motors that work in reverse to ATP synthases.1,5 Using the energy 
from ATP hydrolysis they pump cations across membranes in a 
manner similar to man-made rotary pumps. V-type ATPases are 
important for the acidification of intracellular compartments and 
generate trans-membrane electrochemical potential gradients 
that provide the energy for sym- or antiporters to actively trans-
port ions and molecules through membranes. They have been 
reported to maintain up to 100-fold differences in proton con-
centration between the cytosol and intracellular compartments. 
Again there are three versions; the eukaryotic V-type ATPase, 
and two simpler ones, the bacterial V-type ATPase and the 
archaeal A-type ATPase, which are structurally indistinguish-
able and are therefore often summed up as “A-type ATPases/
synthases.”1 Many eubacteria and archaea encode only one type 
of rotary ATPase and whether of F- or A-type these enzymes are 
thought to be bi-functional in that they can operate in either 
ATP hydrolysis or synthesis mode depending on cellular require-
ments (Fig. 1).3,6,7

All rotary ATPases share an overall conservation of architec-
ture across species and subtypes with a water-soluble F

1
/V

1
/A

1
 

motor (simplified as R
1
 hereafter) and a membrane embedded 

F
O
/V

O
/A

O
 motor (termed R

O
 hereafter). In intact rotary ATPases 

R
1
 and R

O
 are connected by two different types of stalks; a cen-

tral stalk for torque transmission and one to three peripheral 
stalks for counteracting rotation, stabilization and regulation. 
Counting the numbers of peripheral stalks is an easy means of 
rotary ATPase classification: F-type ATPases contain one, pro-
karyotic A/V-type ATPases contain two and eukaryotic V-type 
ATPases contain three (Fig. 1).1

Rotary ATPases consist of 8–15 or more different protein 
subunits with defined characteristics and functions in analogy to 
machine elements of the internal combustion engine. Machine 
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Whether the intact enzyme performs as a chemical generator or 
as a rotary proton pump depends primarily on the relative con-
centration of fuels, [protons]: [ATP], in the surrounding medium 
and on the gear ratio of the rotary ATPase complex as discussed 
in more detail below.

R1, The ATP Driven Three-Stroke Motor

High-resolution crystal structures are available for the complete 
F

1
 motor (from “Factor 1,” not “Formula 1”!) from several organ-

isms and in several nucleotide-bound states.11-13 Together with 
high-resolution single molecule fluorescence studies, which reveal 
detailed step sizes during catalysis,14,15 this provides a near-com-
plete atomic resolution movie of ATP hydrolysis, synthesis and 
the conformational changes in the R

1
 motor associated with these 

chemical reactions. Accordingly, the water-soluble R
1
 motors 

elements, similar to protein subunits are defined as a single piece 
that cannot be disassembled into a simpler one without destruc-
tion, such as a piston, crankshaft or pushrod. The idea of breaking 
rotary ATPases up into their functional elements, and comparing 
and contrasting these with the machine elements of a variety of 
man-made machines will form a major part of this review along 
with looking at composite models of intact rotary ATPase sub-
types and their requirements for specific lipids and fuels.

Different Fuels for Different Motors

All rotary ATPases are comprised of two very different revers-
ible rotary motors that run on different types of fuel: a soluble 
R

1
 motor, which runs on ATP (Fig. 2) and a trans-membrane 

R
O
 motor, which is powered by a gradient of positively charged 

ions, usually protons but in some cases sodium ions (Fig. 3).3,8-10 

Figure 1. Schematic representations of rotary ATPases across different taxonomic systems. (A) eukaryotes contain two types of rotary ATPases: mito-
chondrial F1FO ATP synthase (left) and vacuolar v1vO ATPase (right). (B) Many eubacteria have only one rotary ATPase, either bacterial F-type (left) or 
bacterial A/v-type ATPase/synthase (right), which can operate in either direction. (C) Archaea contain A-type ATPases/synthases that are structurally 
indistinguishable from bacterial A/v-types. (D) Comparison to a power generator in a hydroelectric power plant consisting of a turbine (MT) and an 
electrical generator (MG). Adapted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:water_turbine.jpg.
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stalk are reversed. Remarkably, forced clockwise rotation of the 
central stalk by a mechanical miniature motor acting via magnetic 
beads attached to the central stalk results in ATP synthesis in R

1
.17

RO, The Proton-Driven Rotary Motor

In intact ATP synthases, where the soluble R
1
 portion acts as a 

chemical generator that synthesizes ATP, rotation of the central 
stalk is driven by the electrochemical potential that drives the 
flow of protons through the turbine in the R

O
 motor (“o” for 

oligomycin binding, not “zero”!) in analogy to gravity driving 
the flow of water through the turbines of a hydroelectric power 
plant. Thus, under physiological conditions, the R

O
 motor needs 

to be more powerful than the R
1
 motor and provide enough 

power to synthesize three molecules of ATP per 360° cycle. This 
is dictated by the membrane potential, the turbine stoichiometry 
(gearing) and the concentration of already synthesized ATP along 
with regulating mechanisms that can form brakes or ratchets to 
prevent wasteful hydrolysis of ATP if the membrane potential is 
low.3 Due to its membrane location, much less structural infor-
mation is available for the R

O
 than for the R

1
 motor and hence the 

molecular details of proton driven rotation are still speculative. 
In general, all R

O
 motors consist of a ring of hydrophobic rotor 

consist of three pairs of nucleotide binding catalytic and nucleo-
tide binding, but non-catalytic subunits that are arranged around 
a central stalk with the catalytic site at their interface (Fig. 2A). 
During ATP hydrolysis in the isolated R

1
 motor, the nucleotide 

binding subunits undergo conformational changes, sequentially 
binding ATP and hydrolysing it to ADP and inorganic phosphate 
before expelling the products and once again binding ATP (Fig. 
2A and B). The conformational changes in the nucleotide binding 
subunits drive a rotation of the central stalk, producing a torque 
of around 40 pN/nm that can drag long artificially attached actin 
filaments or large beads through viscous media or drive the rota-
tion of R

O
 in intact rotary ATPases resulting in the pumping of 

ions against gradients.16 As long as there is sufficient supply of 
fuel (ATP) and no excess of waste-products (ADP), the load on 
the R

1
 motor does not exceed the energy released by hydrolys-

ing three ATP molecules per 360° cycle, the R
1
 motor will run 

in ATP hydrolysis mode and drive a counter-clockwise rotation 
of the central stalk when viewed from below (Fig. 2).16 The only 
exception being when regulatory factors, such as inhibitors or 
inhibitor proteins, are present that prevent rotation in one or both 
directions.3 In an intact ATP synthesizing complex, where R

O
 acts 

as the motor and R
1
 as the chemical generator, the sequence of 

nucleotide binding and the direction of rotation in the central 

Figure 2. The three-stroke r1 motor - nucleotide binding and rotary catalysis. (A) Three states of the rotary catalytic cycle are captured in the F1-ATPase 
structure. Accordingly, the bovine mitochondrial F1 structure (1COw)11 is depicted from the “membrane” side in three different orientations: 120° 
counter-clockwise rotations from left to right indicate the different positions of the central stalk (black) that are related to conformational changes 
in the nucleotide binding subunits shown as red, green and blue pairs bound to ATP (yellow), ADP/Pi (pink) and unbound, respectively as predicted 
by P. Boyer’s “binding change mechanism”78 shown in (B). The subunits and nucleotide binding modes are depicted in the same colors as the crystal 
structure and the position of the central stalk is indicated in black (T, tight, ATP bound; L, loose, ADP + Pi bound; O, open, empty). (C) Diagram of radial 
engine rotation in comparison depicted in similar colors.
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from F-type like single hairpins to a whopping 13 fused hairpins 
in Methanopyrus kandleri, presumably forming a 13-meric ring in 
the intact A-ATPase of this organism.28

An Electric Stepping Motor for Protons

The most widely accepted model for proton translocation and 
the generation of rotation in R

O
 assumes the presence of two 

half-channels located at the interface of a structurally unknown 
trans-membrane subunit and the rotor ring (Fig. 3D).18,20,29,30 
According to this model, protons will enter one of the half-
channels from the acidic (electropositive) side of the membrane 
to reach the carboxylate residue in the middle of the membrane. 
Protonation of this residue neutralizes its negative charge, so it 
can rotate freely through the hydrophobic membrane. Once it 
reaches the second half-channel, protons will dissociate from the 
carboxylate and move toward the more alkaline (electronegative) 
side of the membrane, thereby exposing the negative charge of 
the carboxylate residue. The positive charge of a conserved argi-
nine residue in the center of a predicted trans-membrane helix of 
the stator subunit is believed to attract this charge and capture 
it during thermal fluctuations, thereby inducing rotation of the 
ring relative to the membrane and the catalytic subunits in R

1
. 

Incoming protons from the first half-channel will then compete 

subunits that contain conserved, proton binding residues and a 
single, structurally uncharacterized stator subunit that forms the 
opposite side of the proton channel (Fig. 3D).18-20

The Turbines

There is ample structural information about the rotor forming 
subunits in R

O
, historically termed the “proteolipids” due to their 

hydrophobic character. The rotor rings show a remarkable varia-
tion of stoichiometries across species and of the rotary ATPase sub-
types so far classified numbers range from 8 to 15 protomers,21-23 
with the notable exception being nine per ring (Fig. 3).

F-type ATP synthase rotary subunits consist of single 
α-helical hairpins that associate into membrane spanning rings.24 
The N-terminal helix is completely hydrophobic and lines a 
phospholipid-filled cavity impenetrable to charged protons.20,25,26 
The C-terminal helix of each rotor subunit contains a conserved 
carboxylate residue; this negatively charged residue in the middle 
of the membrane (colored in black, Fig. 3) has been shown to be 
essential for proton translocation and the generation of torque.27 
V-type ATPases have rotor subunits consisting of two α-helical 
hairpins that have evolved by gene duplication, but one of the 
essential carboxylate residues per duplicated subunit is mutated. 
A-type ATPases have a wide assortment of rotor subunits, ranging 

Figure 3. The rO motor: Different gears for different environments. ribbon diagrams of bovine c8 (2XND, red),21 E. hirae K10 (2BL2, blue)33 and Spirulina 
c15 (2wie, green)79 are shown in (A) as side views, and in (B) as top views with conserved carboxylate residues shown as black spheres. The scale bar is 
20 Å. (C) Comparison of rotor rings to a mechanical gear with an equal number of teeth to rotor ring protomers. (D) Schematic representation of the 
rO motor assembly. The rotor ring is shown in yellow, the stator in gray, protons in red and the central stalk in cyan. Arrows depict flow of protons and 
direction of rotation. (E) Schematic diagram of the turbine in a hydroelectric generator.
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lower concentration of protons than without cristae. Although the 
principles of operation are very different, the V-shaped arrays of 
F-type dimers paradoxically resemble a mechanical V-type motor 
(Fig. 4). Like in different models of mechanical V-type engines, the 
“displacement angles” of mitochondrial ATP synthase dimers vary 
depending on species.34 Values so far range from approximately 
90° in yeast mitochondria to close to 180° in potato mitochondria, 
the latter forming an almost “flat V.” As the displacement angle 
between ATP synthase dimers determines the angle of mitochon-
drial cristae, which might in turn influence the electrochemical 
potential gradient across the membrane,37 this might be an impor-
tant number to study. The dimerization of mitochondrial F-type 
ATP synthases may also provide additional anchoring to reduce 
wasteful rotation of the monomer through the membrane by 
counteracting rotation of the central stalks. Although it is tempt-
ing to speculate that ATP synthase dimers or even rows of dimers 
rotate in concert, this has never been shown.

Engine Lubrication: Symmetry Mismatch and Lipids

The gear ratio might have further implications; in most known 
biological rotary motors, the number of protons translocated per 

with the arginine for the negative charge of the carboxylate resi-
due and thereby cause continuous rotation of the ring (Fig. 3D).1

Rotor Stoichiometry: Gear Ratios

All known R
1
 motors have exactly three catalytic sites. As noted 

above, the rotor rings in R
O
 isolated from different organisms 

have been found to contain a wide range of stoichiometries rang-
ing from 8–15 protomers (Fig. 3A and B).23,31 As each rotor sub-
unit generally translocates one proton, rotor stoichiometry relates 
to the internal proton: ATP ratio of the complex, an important 
factor that influences the direction and operating mode of rotary 
ATPases.6,32 A rotor ring with a larger number of protomers will 
result in a higher proton: ATP ratio. In this case a larger number 
of protons are “burnt” in R

O
 for the production of three ATP mol-

ecules in R
1
 in each revolution. In the engine analogy, the rotary 

ATPase with a higher number of protomers has a higher “fuel” 
(proton) displacement capacity, and is therefore more powerful. 
Alternatively this could be viewed as a gearing effect, compa-
rable to an engine running in low gear, producing a larger torque  
(Fig. 3). This will enable the corresponding complex to synthe-
size ATP at smaller membrane potentials and at optimal proton 
concentrations the displacement effect will produce higher con-
centrations of ATP than a system with a smaller number of pro-
tomers per ring, comparable to an engine in high gear (Fig. 3). 
If the proton: ATP ratio becomes too low, even a very steep ion 
gradient will not provide enough energy to synthesize three mol-
ecules of ATP per revolution at which point the R

1
 motor takes 

over and the complex becomes an ATP fuelled proton pump. 
This is exactly what happens in V-type ATPases: one of the car-
boxylate residues in the naturally fused dimers of rotor subunits 
has been deleted during evolution and while the V-ATPase rotors 
have large diameters, they contain only halve the number of 
the proton acceptors, leading to low proton: ATP ratios.6,33 The 
number of protomers per ring is therefore an important factor for 
rotary ATPase performance and the metabolism of a cell.

The Mitochondrial F-Type Super-Engine

Interestingly, vertebrates have the lowest proton to ATP ratio 
known so far, with only eight rotor subunits per ring, thus “burn-
ing” only eight protons for the synthesis of three ATP molecules.31 
This is somewhat puzzling, as some V-type ATPases (i.e., ion 
pumps running on ATP as a fuel) have been shown to have ten 
rotor subunits and hence a larger proton: ATP ratio.33 The expla-
nation might simply be that vertebrate mitochondria have the 
most sophisticated respiratory system; electron cryo-tomography 
of mitochondria has revealed that mitochondrial cristae are shaped 
by lines of dimers of ATP synthases and that other respiratory com-
plexes, such as complexes I to IV, are located in close proximity, 
forming super-complexes.34-36 As the other respiratory complexes 
are responsible for feeding the intermembrane space with protons, 
having them placed near the vertices of the cristae creates a local 
maximum of the electro chemical potential (see Strauss et al.37 
for a beautiful explanation of this). This arrangement is akin to 
a supercharger and allows ATP synthase to function with a much 

Figure 4. Mitochondrial super-engines. (A) Mitochondrial F-type 
ATP synthase dimers as seen in electron tomograms of frozen intact 
mitochondria at 37 Å resolution (eMDB code 2161),66 compared with 
(B) a mechanical v8-engine with lines of four cylinders on either side 
separated by a 90° displacement angle. Pistons inside the cylinders 
are coordinated to drive a common crankshaft (adapted from Google 
SketchUp, Trimble 3D warehouse).
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This energy storage may be able to compensate for multiple  
protons being pumped for one third of a turn of the R

1
 motor, 

allowing for multiple small steps within the R
O
 motor for one 

large (or two sub-) steps within the R
1
 motor.

Brakes and Ratchets for the R1 Motor

Bacterial rotary ATPases have evolved regulatory functions 
within their small central stalk subunit that can modulate rotary 
ATPase function; a low-affinity ATP binding site in this subunit 
allows a switch to proton pumping mode if ATP concentrations 
are high, but prevents ATP hydrolysis when ATP levels are low.53 
This allows replenishment of proton gradients that also drive the 
bacterial flagellar motor if there is no shortage of ATP. If ATP 
levels are low, a conformational change occurs and the subunit 
intercalates in between the nucleotide binding subunits thus pre-
venting ATP hydrolysis, but still allowing synthesis, just like a 
ratchet. Eukaryotic F-type ATP synthases are never supposed 
to run in reverse and have evolved a third central stalk subunit 
that prevents conformational changes in this regulatory subunit 
and an additional inhibitor protein termed IF

1
 that intercalates 

with F
1
 to prevent ATP hydrolysis under ischemic conditions. In 

contrast to the bacterial regulatory mechanism, which is ATP-
dependent, the mitochondrial IF

1
 protein is regulated by pH.54,55

Peripheral Stalks:  
Scaffolds, Torsion Bars and Pushrods

The peripheral stalks are the most divergent elements of rotary 
ATPases both in sequence and subunit composition, indicating 
that they may be important for regulation and fine-tuning of the 
intact complexes. Their primary function is to prevent rotation 
between the stator components of the R

1
 and R

O
 motors, so that 

the central stalk and rotor ring are able to rotate relative to the 
proton channel and catalytic sites.56 The number of peripheral 
stalks within the complex has recently been recognized as the 
hallmark of rotary ATPase classification; all known F-types con-
tain one, A-types contain two and eukaryotic V-types contain 
three (Fig. 1).1 High-resolution structures of the peripheral stalks 
from F-, V- and A-type ATPases are now available,57-59 leaving 
only the bacterial F-type peripheral stalk structure to be deter-
mined. However, it was the sequence analysis of this bacterial 
F-type peripheral stalk that first revealed an unusual sequence 
repeat, predicted to form a right-handed coiled coil structure 
within the homo-dimer of this subunit (Fig. 1).60 Coiled coils 
are common structural motifs that are formed by one α-helix 
coiling around another. The coiling almost always occurs in a 
left-handed fashion, and is encoded by heptad repeats within the 
sequence of many motor proteins including the central stalk of 
rotary ATPases as discussed earlier. The heptad repeat refers to a 
seven residue periodic nature of the sequence, placing apolar resi-
dues at position a and d in the (a-b-c-d-e-f-g)

n
 repeating unit.61 

The left-handed coiled coil’s pitch (distance to obtain one full 
turn) of ~200 Å is caused by the slight mismatch between repeat-
ing units of the α-helix (3.6 residues per turn) and the sequence 
repeats (7/2 or 3.5). Right-handed coiled coils on the other hand 

ATP is a non-integral number and hence there is a symmetry 
mismatch between the R

1
 and the R

O
 ring stoichiometries. This 

was first described in yeast F-type ATPase,25 where ten protomers 
in the R

O
 motor are related to three catalytic dimers in the R

1
 

motor. A mismatch leads to a so-called “geometrically frustrated 
system,” where an energy minimum in R

O
 will never coincide 

with an energy minimum in R
1
, resulting in an “in limbo” sys-

tem that keeps the motor rotating.38,39 However, there are notable 
exceptions among rotary ATPases: The Thermus thermophilus 
A-ATPase R

O
 motor has 12 protomers40,41 and the Spirulina pla-

tensis F-ATPase has 15,22 both matching the three-fold symmetry 
in their R

1
 motors. This may be possible due to the gearing in 

these rotary ATPases being much larger, leading to a high proton: 
ATP ratio and hence a very powerful R

O
 motor.

R
O
 motors from different species not only run on different 

fuels (some preferring sodium ions instead of protons), but also 
require different phospholipids to function efficiently. Mass spec-
trometry recently revealed that R

O
 motors bind specific lipids;42 

the 12 protomers of the T. thermophilus rotary ATPase were found 
to be tightly associated with six phosphatidyl ethanol amine lip-
ids whereas the E. hirae bacterial V-type ATPase’s ten duplicated 
subunits are bound to ten bifurcated cardiolipin molecules. 
These lipids do not represent the predominant lipid species in 
the host membrane, suggesting that they are specifically filtered 
from the surrounding membrane. The function of these bound 
lipids is still unknown, but it is tempting to speculate that they 
fill gaps in the protein surface that could facilitate a smooth rota-
tion within the membrane. The function of these lipids in rotary 
ATPases would thus be comparable to oil in an engine, lubricat-
ing the moving parts of the motor. It has also been suggested that 
lipids may stabilize conformations of membrane proteins,42-44 
supported by the array of membrane protein crystal structures 
that contain bound lipids.45-49 Given that membrane proteins co-
evolved with lipids, it is certainly likely that lipids will influence 
both membrane protein structure and function.

Central Stalk: The Crankshaft

The general architecture of the central stalk is conserved in all 
rotary ATPases, being an asymmetric left-handed coiled coil 
structure that forms a curved “crank.”11 This crank pushes or 
is pushed by the catalytic subunits depending on the mode of 
operation. During ATP hydrolysis, the central stalk is akin to the 
crankshaft of an internal combustion engine, which is pushed by 
pistons firing within their cylinders (Fig. 2C). The rotation of the 
crankshaft resulting from the torque applied by the pistons can 
be used to perform work, such as accelerating a car or in the case 
of rotary ATPases, drive the rotation of R

O
 that will lead to the 

pumping of cations against a gradient. The central stalk of rotary 
ATPases is made of two to three different subunits and connected 
to the turbine at its base where the rotation is transferred to the 
rotor ring. The central stalk has been shown to be remarkably 
flexible by both biophysical experiments50-52 and several different 
crystal structures in different conformations.11-13 It has therefore 
been hypothesized, that the stalk is able to store elastic energy 
like a torsion bar in analogy to the suspension of some cars.  
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As F-type ATPases have only one peripheral stalk, this structural 
element akin to a rocker in an engine is not needed and hence 
is unique to A- and V-type ATPases. The highest resolution 
image of any intact rotary ATPase to date is that of the 660 kDa  
A/V-type ATPase isolated from the thermophilic eubacterium 
T. thermophilus at 9.7 Å, allowing very accurate placement of all 
nine different subunits and provides the most detailed view of the 
trans-membrane stator subunit (Fig. 5B).68

V-type ATPases contain three peripheral stalks, held together 
by a triangular network of connecting subunits at their base, one 
made of the ion channel appendage, the other being a connec-
tor subunit unique to eukaryotic V-type ATPases (Fig. 1A).69 
Regulation of eukaryotic V-ATPases is achieved by a reversible 
dissociation process, where the V

1
 motor disengages from the 

V
O
 motor to prevent wasteful ATP hydrolysis.70 This dissocia-

tion process has recently been suggested to be facilitated by a 
“spring loading” mechanism, using the protein RAVE71 and an 
even more “bendable” peripheral stalk59 that can store elastic 
energy in a bulge seen in the crystal structure of the yeast V-type 
peripheral stalk complex just below its globular head domain 
that may act as a spring. Assembly of intact V-ATPases requires 
the input of energy through the chaperone RAVE through inter-
action with the unique connector subunit and this results in a 
strained V-ATPase complex that is able to easily disassemble in 
response to relatively low-energy stimuli,59 akin to a catapult or 
ejector seat mechanism. Although this puts additional challenges 
on the isolation of intact eukaryotic complexes, 3D electron 
microscopy reconstructions have been obtained to resolutions of 
17 Å and 11 Å from hornworm and yeast V-ATPases respectively 
(Fig. 5C),72,73 allowing the assembly of fairly accurate composite 
V-ATPase models. Mammalian V-ATPase subunits have many 
organelle-specific isoforms74 that are likely to confer further 
regulation on assembly, disassembly and performance of these 
intricate molecular machines thereby fine tuning them to their 
environment.

There is increasing evidence that rotary ATPases are highly 
dynamic structures and that each individual element, from the 
central stalk to the peripheral stalks and the turbines bear a cer-
tain degree of flexibility.30,58,75 This is supported by an appar-
ent inclination of the R

1
 relative to the R

O
 motor observed in 

class averages of electron micrographs of all rotary ATPase sub-
types40,76 and crystal structures of complexes containing both the 
R

1
 motor and the trans-membrane rotor ring.21,25,77 The concerted 

dynamics conferred by the peripheral stalks to different parts of 
the structure may provide a means of cross-talk between different 
parts of the complex,58 so the ion channel in R

O
 will know what 

the nucleotide binding domains in R
1
 at a distance of greater than 

100 Å are doing and vice versa. This works with one peripheral 
stalk in F-type ATPases, but better with two in A-type ATPases 
and best in V-type ATPases that have the maximum number of 
peripheral stalks that are connected at their bases and can thus 
confer information between all catalytic subunits and the distal 
side of the ion channel. The idea of cooperativity can be thought 
of as a camshaft in an internal combustion engine, where infor-
mation about the position of the pistons is transferred through a 
gear, belt or pushrod to one or more camshafts, which open the 

are extremely rare, with only a handful of proteins being identi-
fied to contain them.62,63 They are encoded by either hendecad 
(11 residue) or quindecad (15 residue) repeats that lead to very 
different pitches. Hendecad repeats result in virtually parallel 
helices (with a pitch ~1000 Å), while quindecad repeats produce a 
similar pitch to that of a left-handed coiled coil (~200 Å) though 
coiling in the opposite direction.

Comparison of sequences and structures revealed that the 
general architecture of the peripheral stalks is conserved despite a 
lack in sequence homology.58,59,64 They form elongated structures 
that can be divided into two subcomponents, an R

1
 motor bind-

ing globular domain and a 140–160 Å long mostly right-handed 
coiled coil pointing toward R

O
. The pitch of the coil is encoded 

by sequence repeats that dictate flexibility in three dimensions 
along the length of the structure: The N-terminal half of the coil 
that points toward the R

O
 motor contains hendecad repeats lead-

ing to almost parallel helices. These span the gap between the R
1
 

and R
O
 motors and are positioned such that they are rigid in the 

direction of rotation, just as a beam is rigid in one direction but 
flexible in the other, thus preventing rotation between the R

1
 and 

R
O
 stators. The C-terminal half contains a right-handed coiled 

coil encoded by a quindecad repeat, which, like left-handed 
coiled coils is flexible in all directions and can thus compensate 
for the movements within the R

1
 motor during catalysis without 

breaking and reforming the chemical bonds at the interfaces of 
these subunits.

Assembling Rotary ATPases  
From Their Machine Elements

Intact rotary ATPases have been purified from various sources 
and studied by electron microscopy.1 The resulting three-dimen-
sional reconstructions provide low-resolution 3D envelopes to 
assemble composite “pseudo-atomic” models by fitting higher-
resolution crystal structures of subunits or sub-complexes. The 
most accurate model of F-type ATPases obtained in this way is 
that of the bovine mitochondrial F-type ATP synthase at 18 Å 
resolution that accommodates all known crystal structures well 
(Fig. 5A).65 Notably the crystal structure of the bovine periph-
eral stalk complex requires some bending along similar “hinges” 
as the A-type peripheral stalk to fit into the electron micros-
copy density. This suggests that both peripheral stalk complexes 
have similar dynamic properties, which may be important for 
the accommodation of conformational changes in the R

1
 motor 

during rotary catalysis. It may also provide a means of cross-talk 
in between subunits and perhaps also in between mitochon-
drial F-type ATP synthase dimers. Accurate composite models 
of these dimers have been obtained by fitting of monomeric  
models into cryo electron tomograms of intact mitochondria,66 
thus providing a composite model of the ATP synthase dimers 
in situ.65,66

A-type ATPases have been purified from several sources and 
studied by electron microscopy, providing envelopes of similar 
shapes all showing two peripheral stalks that are connected to 
each other at their bases by an N-terminal soluble appendage of 
the ion channel forming stator subunit (Figs. 1 and 5B).40,67,68 
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Figure 5. Composite models of rotary ATPase subtypes and their “machine elements.” F-, A- and v-type composite models are shown in similar color 
schemes with electron microscopy densities at 18 Å, 9.7 Å and 11 Å in transparent light gray (eMD iDs 2091, 5335 and 5476 respectively).65,68,73 Below 
are “exploded” views depicting individual “machine elements” at higher resolution derived from crystal structures. (A) bovine mitochondrial F-type 
ATP synthase, (B) T. thermophilus A-type ATPase/synthase, (C) yeast v-type ATPase. 1, nucleotide binding stator subunits (“cylinders”) (F: 2wPD | A: 
3A5C | v: 3A5C); 2, central stalk (“crankshaft”) (F: 2wPD | A: 3A5C | v: 3AON); 3, A/v rotor subunit (“adapter”) (A: 1r5Z | v: 1r5Z); 4, rotor ring (“turbine”) 
(F: 4B2Q | A: 1C17 | v: 2BL2); 5, ion channel forming subunit (no structure available); 6, peripheral stalk (“pushrod”) (F: 4B2Q [2B05/2CLY/2wSS] | A: 3K5B | 
v: 4DL0 and 4eFA); 7a and b, A/v peripheral stalk connector subunits (“rockers”) (A: 3rrK | v: 3rrK and 1U7L); 8, small central stalk subunit (“ratchet” in 
prokaryotes) (F: 2wPD | A: 3A5C | v: 3AON); 9, eukaryotic additional central stalk subunit (“lock”) (2wPD); 10, iF1 (“brake”) (1OHH); 11, eukaryotic v-type 
additional peripheral stalk subunit (“brake”) (1HO8). The scale bar corresponds to 100 Å.
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valves and deliver the spark, so that all components of the engine 
operate in the correct order and with the right timing.

Conclusions

Molecular machines, like the rotary ATPases described here, 
seem to have much in common with man-made machines. 
However, the analogies hold only to a certain point and are in 
large parts not fully understood. What is evident is that several 
billion years of evolution have resulted in biological motors that 
are unsurpassed in efficiency, fine-tuning to their environment 
and sustainability. Understanding their detailed function at the 
molecular level is not only important to satisfy our curiosity, but 
will certainly have implications in understanding human physi-
ology, including mitochondrial disorders, bioenergetics and the 
processes of aging, as well as impacting nano-engineering and 
many other fields afar.
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